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Story by GARY HARMON

Photos by WILLIAM WOODY

The stretch of rolling, sagebrush-plugged adobe and rock stretching from Green River, Utah, to
Rifle doesn’t look like a vast storehouse of energy.

Appearances, however, are deceiving.

In fact, the stretch along the cliffs across two states is Energy Alley, a run along Interstate 70 that
could be the most important 150 miles in America, extending as it does from the uranium-rich lands
of western Colorado and eastern Utah to the steep oil shale escarpments near Rifle.

Beneath the rugged, arid surface known best to pronghorn, prairie dogs, cactus and, where it’s
most verdant, scrubby sagebrush, piñon and juniper, lies an unparalleled range of fuels and
minerals.

“I don’t know of anywhere you could find those things together in the world,” Colorado State
Geologist Vince Matthews said.

There is no resource on the planet to match that of the kerogen tightly bound

to the marlstone of the Green River Formation that runs deep below the surface of western
Colorado and eastern Utah and that outcrops near Rifle.

Once freed from its rocky jail by heat, the kerogen of oil shale in western Colorado could provide
the equivalent of 1.5 trillion barrels of oil.

The Oil Depletion Analysis Centre in London in 2005 estimated that 944 billion barrels by then had
been drawn from the earth since the dawn of commercial drilling.

A tantalizing treasure and a ridiculously difficult resource to unlock, oil shale is the largest, but not
the only energy fuel trapped in Energy Alley.

The tightly compressed sands deep below the surface of western Colorado’s Piceance Basin hold
about 41 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.
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about 41 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.

Production from the basin now provides for 3 percent of the 22 trillion cubic feet of natural gas used
yearly in the United States, said R.T. Dukes, lead analyst of Rocky Mountain upstream research for
Houston-based Wood McKenzie Research and Consulting.

Man is nibbling away at the region’s coal stores with mines in eastern Utah and in Mesa and Delta
counties, but the vast portion of the coal of what is known as the Uinta Coal Region remains deep
below the muddy brown surface of arid western Colorado, beyond the reach of even the most
advanced energy-harvesting technology.

The Colorado River as it passes through the Grand Valley bisects the Uinta coal region, a giant
resource estimated to contain 23 billion tons.

Most of that coal is buried too deep to reach by any current methods, leaving about 11 billion tons
believed to be recoverable, said Christopher Carroll, coal geologist for the Colorado Geological
Survey.

The United States in 2008 used 1.2 billion tons of coal, and though consumption levels slipped
slightly to increased use of natural gas, coal still enjoys price-stability advantages over natural gas.

The industry also can double up by using mines for carbon-sequestration projects, Carroll said.

Though coal, which generates more than half the nation’s electricity, is at the center of debate over
pollution and greenhouse gases, it remains an important resource, said Dr. Rod Eggert, director of
economics and business at Colorado School of Mines.

“Coal is going to be part of the mix for a long while,” Eggert said.

One key to improving the safety and profitability of coal mines is the handling of methane, a gas
that can asphyxiate miners as well as ignite and explode.

Colorado coal mines and environmental groups are working to capture the estimated 5.5 trillion
cubic feet of methane trapped in the region’s coal seams, boosting their bottom line and increasing
safety for the miners while preventing the gas from reaching the atmosphere.

The Nuclear Age began on lands now traversed by Energy Alley, which runs along the stark
landform known in Utah as the Book Cliffs and Colorado as the Bookcliffs.

Carnotite unearthed in the West End of Montrose County and eastern Utah was milled in Grand
Junction and small towns throughout the region.

Some of it found its way to Los Alamos, N.M., and presumably into Fat Man and Little Boy, the
atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

After flatlining for decades after the Three Mile Island incident, the uranium industry blipped back to
life in the past decade, then seemed to slip back into dormancy.

That’s unlikely to last, said Jim Burnell, senior minerals geologist for the Colorado Geological
Survey.
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Survey.

“The world is planning to use a lot more uranium,” and two of the major international sources, the
Cigar Lake and Olympic Dam mines, in Saskatchewan and Australia, are off line until at least 2011
and possibly indefinitely.

Twenty percent of the nation’s electricity is generated with nuclear power, much of it now with
demilitarized uranium.

Once that supply runs out, utilities from around the United States and the world will have to find
new sources to fuel their reactors.

How much uranium is buried beneath the sandstones of the canyon country is a question awaiting
an answer, but the states of Colorado, Utah and Arizona are ranked third in the nation collectively,
behind Wyoming and New Mexico, with the nation’s largest known uranium reserves.

The treasure of Energy Alley isn’t just hidden beneath the rock and clay on the surface.

Grand Valley institutions such as Mesa State College are taking advantage of the fact the region
basks 300 days a year in sunshine to generate electricity from solar energy.

An electricity utility and a water supplier both are looking to generate electricity from water as it
drops from one level to another.

Homeowners and, again, Mesa State, are trying to limit energy costs by tapping the warmth of the
earth to heat water they use to cool and heat buildings.

The range of fuels in Energy Alley covers a broad variety of needs, from generation of electricity
using coal, uranium and natural gas.

Some, notably Texas billionaire T. Boone Pickens, have floated the notion that natural gas would
make a good domestic substitute for gasoline, making it a reliable transportation fuel, if not one
capable of supplying the horsepower and mileage of gasoline.

Kerogen, the stuff boiled out of oil shale, is an excellent transportation fuel, good enough to fuel
jets, tractor-trailers and the family car.

“The public doesn’t realize what we have here,” said Jeff Williams, a Mesa County developer. “I’ve
had engineers call this the OPEC of the United States.”
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Two companies push Uranium mining in region

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Sunday, December 27, 2009

The uranium industry was born on the west end of Energy Alley, the run from Green River, Utah, to Rifle. It has burst
into bloom and sputtered to obscurity more than once.

Like the half-lives by which radiation is judged to decay, though, the industry never has died. Two companies are
burrowing into the red bluffs and canyons of western Colorado and eastern Utah to dig out uranium and start the
process of generating electricity.

Although the history of the uranium industry in the region goes back to Madame Curie and her discoveries in the late
19th century, the supply is far from played out.

Miners dug out about 250 million pounds of uranium for the World II and Cold War efforts, said George Glasier,
president and CEO of Energy Fuels Inc., a Canadian, publicly traded company.

“We got the easy stuff the first time,” Glasier said.

Now, determinations of how much uranium is available depend on its value.

“I believe there are 125 million pounds in this immediate area” that can be produced for $45 a pound, Glasier said. “If
it goes to $100 (a pound,) we’ve got 300 million or 400 million.”

One estimate for a small portion of land in the Uravan Mineral Belt, 31 tracts, is the those lands being leased out by
the U.S. Department of Energy contain 130 million pounds of uranium.

The United States now consumes about 50 million pounds of uranium oxide a year, said Glenn McGrath of the U.S.
Energy Information Administration.

Though less optimistic about the size of the resource than Glasier, McGrath said the United States will have to turn
more and more inward as it looks for secure sources of nuclear energy.

Several factors weigh in on the market value and importance of uranium that reaches the outside world via western
Colorado’s Energy Alley.

Much of the uranium needed for the rods that now fire the plants has come from demilitarized uranium left over from
the Cold War, said Jim Burnell, senior minerals geologist for the Colorado Geological Survey.

Two major international suppliers of uranium, meanwhile, are out of commission temporarily and possibly
permanently. The Cigar Lake Mine in Canada flooded, and the Olympic Dam Mine in Australia is out of production
because of a shaft accident.

“It’s a very real issue that we are fairly dependent on uranium from other sources than the United States,” McGrath
said.
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While issues such as national security and the availability of uranium factor into its value, there are other factors
pushing nuclear power back to prominence.

Population growth, increasing demand for electricity to power a growing variety of devices, from refrigerators to
computers, all are pushing up the need for electricity-generating fuel.

“Opinions vary regarding the future of nuclear power, but it is a fact that existing U.S. plants are performing well,” the
U.S. Energy Information Administration says of nuclear power, noting nuclear power plants now operate at a 90
percent capacity factor, compared to 56 percent in 1980.

Fuel costs for nuclear fuel average less than one-half cent per kilowatt hour, well below the costs of major competing
fossil fuels, the Energy Information Administration analysis said.

Production costs for nuclear power, operation and maintenance plus fuel costs are also low, averaging 1.8 cents per
kilowatt hour. That cost roughly matches coal and is significantly below the costs of operating a natural gas plant, the
Energy Information Administration said.

Nuclear power now provides 20 percent of the United States’ electricity, a portion that is likely to increase as 30
nuclear plants that are under construction come online, according to federal estimates.

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, meanwhile, is reviewing 13 combined applications for 22 more nuclear
power plants.

It could take 50 years to produce the uranium lodged deep beneath the sandstone and sagebrush of the west end of
the most important 150 miles, Glasier said, because the industry is limited by milling capacity.

Energy Fuels’ planned mill near Naturita and Denison Mines’ mill in Blanding, Utah, together will produce a combined
7 million to 10 million pounds a year, Glasier said.

Energy Fuels’s application to construct the mill was deemed complete in December, and officials with the Colorado
Department of Public Health and Environment have begun the review process, which includes public meetings in the
area. How quickly the uranium industry is sparked back to life will depend on a variety of factors, from the difficulty
and cost of finding and milling it to demand for nuclear power.

There also are legal challenges the industry would have to overcome. Environmental groups have filed suit against
Montrose County, alleging its land-use approval decision for the Energy Fuels mill was arbitrary. Other groups are
challenging the Energy Department’s leasing program, questioning the potential effects of the mining on endangered
species in the Colorado River Basin.

Some environmental groups, however, tend to favor nuclear energy because it doesn’t produce what are deemed
greenhouse gases contributing to global warming.

“The bigger issue for uranium is: Will a significant portion of the world choose nuclear power as the clean fuel of
choice?” said Dr. Rod Eggert, director of the division of economics and business at Colorado School of Mines. “Right
now, there’s a lot of speculation, but exactly how large demand will grow, no one knows.”

Canadian competition
One major competitor for Colorado uranium could be back in business in a few years, Canada-based Cameco Corp. says.
Repair work on the Cigar Lake Mine after a 2006 flood is two-thirds complete, Cameco said in a statement Dec. 18.
Cameco hopes to have the mine back in operation in 2012 or 2013.
The Cigar Lake Mine contains proven and probable reserves of more than 226.3-million pounds of uranium oxide, the company said.
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Company wants to build Uranium plant near Green River

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Sunday, December 27, 2009

The fourth time could be a charm for a nuclear-power plant in the shadow of the Book Cliffs
overlooking the Green River valley at the west end of Energy Alley, the 150 miles from Green
River, Utah, to Rifle.

Three times since the 1960s, said Aaron Tilton, CEO of Blue Castle Holdings, companies have
sought to build nuclear plants near Green River.

“It’s a natural place” for such a plant, Tilton said, Even though Green River sits within miles of some
of the nation’s richest deposits of uranium in the canyon country of Utah and Colorado, it’s not the
proximity to fuel that gives impetus to the project.

This time the project could work, Tilton said, because Utah is fast becoming power-starved as its
population grows, even while coal and natural gas plants are denied in the permitting process.

“I see some real problems with electricity,” said Mike McCandless, who heads the economic-
development effort for Emery County, home to Green River. “Utah is a net importer of electricity
now. Rocky Mountain Power has had to cancel every project they’ve had.”

Rocky Mountain Power is part of MidAmerican Energy Holdings Co., which is owned by billionaire
Warren Buffet’s Berkshire Hathaway Inc. The inability to win approval for gas-fired plants boosts
the prospects of developing nuclear power in Green River, McCandless said.

Green River has an additional advantage in that it sits along one of the national energy corridors
established under the auspices of the 2005 Energy Policy Act.

Congress ordered officials to designate federal land in 11 western states for energy corridors that
would include oil, gas and hydrogen pipelines and electricity transmission and distribution facilities.

Utah isn’t alone in needing electricity. Arizona, Nevada and California also are hunting for electricity
for their populations, Tilton said.

“This is the part of the nation that is growing the fastest,” and that’s driving the search for more
energy in places like Green River and the rest of Emery County, McCandless said.
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The nuclear plant, which would sit in the shadow of Blue Castle Peak at the base of the Beckwith
Plateau west of Green River, would generate 3,000 megawatts of electricity, or enough electricity
for about 1 million homes.

Transition Power Development, which owns the Blue Castle project, has hired a primary contractor,
ENERCON, to prepare the company’s application for an early site permit from the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

The project also has an agreement with the Page, Ariz., Electric Utility that sets out the utility’s
potential role as an owner of the project.

Blue Castle will begin a yearlong, data-collection process at the 1,000-acre site early next year as
it opens its permitting effort.

Once the Blue Castle backers establish their water rights, more backers will emerge, Tilton said.

The nuclear plant is to operate using water diverted from the Green River upstream from the town.

Blue Castle will pay to transfer 29,600 acre-feet of water from Kane County and 24,000 acre-feet
per year from San Juan County, both downstream from Green River. No water would be returned
to the river once it’s heated to spin the generator turbines.

A hearing before the Utah State Engineer’s Office is to be scheduled on the proposed water-rights
transfers. Opposition includes other water users and federal agencies that say the transfers would
harm fish they are trying to keep off the endangered-species list, such as the roundtail chub and
bluehead and flannelmouth suckers.

Emery County already has two coal-fired power plants, Huntington and Hunter, which together
generate about 2,500 megawatts.

The Page, Ariz., utility has declared interest in buying power for its 8,000 customers from the Blue
Castle nuclear plant should it be constructed in an industrial park west of Green River.

For McCandless, the nuclear plant is part of a many-pronged effort to make maximum use of the
county assets.

McCandless also is working with developers who want to build a 40-acre, solar-voltaic field, and
he’s optimistic that on the opposite side of Green River, a small refinery will start pumping out fuel
from kerogen roasted out of oil shale.

Another company, meanwhile, Conductive Composites Co., is gearing up to manufacture a variety
of electrically conductive resins, adhesives, coatings, composites and other systems from Green
River.

“Green River is on a tipping point,” said Joni Pace, a local activist working to boost Green River’s
economy.

The nuclear plant could be part of the reversal of the town’s fortunes, Pace said.
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“I like it,” she said. “I think we need it.”

Amy Wilmath, who works on the town ambulance, runs the Green River Coffee Shop and sits on
the planning and zoning commission, said she has some doubts as to the final site.

Wilmath said she worries about the possible air-quality implications for a project upwind from the
town, as well as the ability of the town to supply the workforce needed to build and operate a
nuclear-power station.

On the other hand, the town needs investment, Wilmath said.

“Any industry in Green River is a much-needed thing,” she said.
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Methane found in coal mines 'can be quite profitable'

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Monday, December 28, 2009

As long as companies have pulled coal from mines in Colorado, they’ve contended with methane
problems.

About 5.5 trillion cubic feet of coal-bed methane are believed trapped in the Piceance and Uinta
basins split by Energy Alley, according to the Potential Gas Committee at Colorado School of
Mines. Most of that methane is in the Uinta Basin.

Coal-bed methane is a two-fisted safety risk to miners because it’s an asphyxiant and is highly
explosive when mixed with air, which has to be piped in.

If it can be collected, though, methane “can be quite profitable, assuming all the pieces fall into
place,” said Pamela Franklin, team leader for the coal-bed methane outreach program of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

Environmental groups, meanwhile, are pushing the companies to do more than just vent methane.
At the very least they want it flared off to reduce its potency as a greenhouse gas. The reason is
that methane is more than 20 times as effective as carbon dioxide in trapping heat in the
atmosphere, the Environmental Protection Agency says. Flaring it would convert it to carbon
dioxide, sharply reducing the impact.

Capturing and using it would be better yet, said Rob Peters, executive director of the Western
Slope Environmental Resource Council in Paonia. After all, natural gas companies are drilling all
over the West to produce methane for sale.

“At the same time you’ve got this huge amount of gas just being released into the atmosphere as a
byproduct of coal mining,” Peters said.

That amount totals many millions of cubic feet per day in the West Elk and Elk Creek mines in
Somerset in Delta County. The West Elk Mine produces up to 7 million cubic feet per day, or $10
million worth per year, says Jeremy Nichols of WildEarth Guardians, which has sued the federal
government over the methane venting at West Elk. That’s enough to heat about 35,000 homes, he
said.

“It’s not going to change the economy of western Colorado,” Franklin said, “but it’s not insignificant,
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either, and it’s there for the taking, relatively high quality and just going up into the atmosphere.”

There are “some interesting and challenging issues with regard to ownership” of methane, Franklin
said.

Coal companies don’t automatically have a right to the methane that permeates the coal they’re
mining, because methane is a separate estate from coal, making it more difficult from a legal
standpoint to collect and sell it, Franklin said.

“It’s a huge challenge, obviously,” Franklin said.

The terrain above coal mines also makes it difficult because the mines often run underneath
forested or other pristine areas, making venting and recovery problematic.

A recent Bureau of Land Management decision removed one stumbling block to the collection of
methane from coal mines.

The decision clarified that West Elk Mine could capture methane despite its lack of a federal oil and
gas lease.

Capturing methane remains an expensive proposition, mining companies say.

“We’ve tried to look at it every way in the world. If it was economic to do, we would already be
doing it. It would add to our income,” said James Cooper, president of Oxbow Mining LLC, owner of
the Elk Creek Mine.

Rhino Energy, which is working to open the proposed Red Cliff Mine in the Bookcliffs overlooking
Energy Alley above Fruita, is looking at two ways of capturing the methane trapped in the seam,
project manager Corey Heaps said.

There has been some progress on the issue of whether miners can legally trap and sell methane,
and that’s one possibility, Heaps said. Another is to oxidize the gas to render it less potent as a
greenhouse gas, Heaps said.

Many of the coal-bed methane reserves reachable from Energy Alley are beyond the reach of
modern coal mining, and efforts to tap methane from the highly pressurized rock deep below have
been met with frustration, Colorado State Geologist Vince Matthews said.

“All the majors (energy companies) tried to tap that gas,” Matthews said. “It’s expensive, it’s wild,
and it’s not predictable.”

Methane study at issue

Peters’ group has avoided taking the litigation route on methane capture, instead working with Arch
Coal to get federal permission for it to capture the methane its mining produces.

The Bureau of Land Management says the legal door was opened by an Interior Department
administrative appeals decision on a case in Utah. It held that gas released through the mining
process isn’t subject to mineral leasing laws.
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That enabled the BLM to take the novel step of amending West Elk’s federal lease to let it capture
methane it produced, despite the fact the area in question hasn’t been leased.

Nichols thinks WildEarth Guardians’ suit helped spur that action. But he isn’t fully satisfied with the
results. Arch Coal has studied the economic feasibility of methane capture or flaring, and it
determined neither approach is economically viable, at least for now.

“What is economically feasible? That’s what we’re debating right now,” Nichols said.

A University of Montana professor working on behalf of attorneys representing WildEarth
Guardians has questioned some of Arch Coal’s economic assumptions, as has a BLM petroleum
geologist in Colorado. Both say more analysis is needed.

Arch Coal isn’t commenting because of the litigation.

In its economic evaluation, it says the lease amendment authorizes it to capture methane, but
doesn’t require it. The Western Slope Environmental Resource Council contends methane capture
is mandatory if economically feasible.

Colorado BLM spokesman Steven Hall declined to comment on issues that might be part of
WildEarth Guardians’ lawsuit. More generally, he said the BLM’s top goal is protecting miner
safety, but it is interested in mitigating methane impacts if that’s commercially viable for companies
and honors their coal-lease conditions.

“What’s economically viable from an environmental organization (perspective) might not be
economically viable from the perspective of a business. It certainly might not be economically viable
from the perspective of the coal miners,” Hall said.

Miner safety is a big consideration for Oxbow as it considers the question of methane capture.
Gunnison Energy, a sister company of Oxbow Mining, owns the oil and gas rights in the mine area,
so that’s not an issue. But Cooper, the mine’s president, said the federal Mine Safety and Health
Administration never has approved flaring mine-vent bore holes because of the danger of flame
going into the mine.

Oxbow has explored putting the methane into pipelines, but the closest pipeline is nine miles away.
Building a pipeline would result in objections over surface disturbances, and the methane is too
contaminated to be pipeline-ready, company officials say.

Mines vent methane directly to the surface, where the underground mine collapses behind
advancing longwall mining operations and releases gas. Methane also is continually swept out of
the rest of the mine workings by huge ventilator fans. But Oxbow says this methane is diluted to
below 1 percent concentration, which makes economically capturing it difficult.

A different view

In comments to the BLM regarding a mine expansion application by Oxbow outside the roadless
area, WildEarth Guardians said there is “a long and safe history of flaring” at coal mines in other
countries, and the BLM rejected the idea at Oxbow “because a single MSHA official over a year
ago rejected a different flaring proposal.”
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ago rejected a different flaring proposal.”

The group said the EPA has documented 10 methane-capture projects at U.S. mines and has
reported that technology is available to harness highly diluted methane.

The methane venting issue is coming up elsewhere in western Colorado. The Colorado
Environmental Coalition has contended the BLM failed to give serious consideration to flaring and
capture for the Red Cliff Mine proposal near Grand Junction.

Nichols said mining companies are “gaming the system” by waiting for passage of cap-and-trade
legislation under which they could get paid for capturing methane.

Oxbow officials say they oppose cap-and-trade, worrying it will be detrimental to jobs and
consumers.

“That’s all it is, is a tax, and it’s going to be passed on to every individual,” Cooper said.

In the cases of the Elk Creek Mine expansion proposal and the Red Cliff Mine project,
environmental groups have broached the larger question of the appropriateness of allowing
development of a fuel source they say will contribute to climate change when burned in power
plants.

Arch Coal spokeswoman Kim Link said it’s important to figure out how to use coal in a cleaner way.
But the industry’s outlook continues to look good until 2030, at least, because of large global
demand and the amount of time it will take to develop renewable energy, she said.

“We’re very optimistic about the future. Certainly there are a lot of unknowns,” she said.

She said her company looks forward to cap-and-trade legislation passing, “because the unknown
is more difficult to steer business through than knowing what you’re up against.”

Sentinel reporter Gary Harmon contributed to this story.
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Somerset mines consider proposed roadless exemption crucial

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Monday, December 28, 2009

While two mines in the Somerset area remain interested in methane capture, a bigger political
issue for them at the moment may be the roadless debate.

Greg Schaefer, vice president of external affairs for St. Louis-based Arch Coal’s western
operations, which include subsidiary Mountain Coal Co.’s West Elk Mine, said the state’s proposed
roadless rule would make a crucial exemption for coal-mining operations in Somerset.

“The importance of this … is that it preserves about 1,000 jobs in the North Fork Valley,” Schaefer
said, referring to the rough total employment of the valley’s West Elk, Elk Creek and Bowie No. 2
mines.

The Colorado Roadless Rule would provide conservation direction for some 4 million acres of
National Forest lands. For example, road construction and tree cutting would be prohibited in
roadless areas, with some exceptions.

The Western Slope Environmental Resource Council in Paonia supports the Somerset-area coal
mine exemption, putting it at odds with many other such groups that would prefer that Gov. Bill
Ritter abandon the state rule in favor of a national roadless rule.

The council’s executive director, Rob Peters, said his group’s position stems from its recognition of
the local mines’ importance to the economy.

Ultimately, the group would like to see an eventual transition away from coal as an energy source.

Still, said Steve Wolcott, chairman of its coal committee, “We’re supporting the mines’ ability to
temporarily go into the roadless areas to vent the methane in order to keep the mines safe, keep
the mines operating so that they can supply clean coal to the power plants so they can meet the
requirements of the Clean Air Act.”

Low-sulfur North Fork Valley coal is shipped to other parts of the country where it can be combined
with dirtier coal to produce an environmentally compliant mixture.

The West Elk Mine has federal coal leases that predate the Clinton administration 2001 rule
intended to protect roadless areas from surface disturbances, including coal operations such as
installing vents for methane. As a result, those leases wouldn’t be affected by the rule, which has
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installing vents for methane. As a result, those leases wouldn’t be affected by the rule, which has
been the subject of conflicting court rulings. But Schaefer said Arch Coal hopes to gain access to
other unleased areas that would be affected by the rule.

If proposed legislation to codify that rule as a law passes during the Obama administration, as
Schaefer fears may happen, and if Colorado doesn’t ultimately adopt its own rule with the coal
exemption, that would be “probably the worst of all worlds for us,” he said.

Oxbow Mining LLC, owner of the Elk Creek Mine, has been frustrated by the delay in action on the
proposed Colorado rule, which the Ritter administration revised and put out for more public
comment. Oxbow Mining president James Cooper said the company has areas it hopes to mine as
early as next year but it doesn’t have approval to do so. Oxbow obtained its federal lease just
months after the Clinton rule took effect.

Oxbow objects to land above its federal lease being labeled a roadless area under the Clinton rule,
and even under the state proposal that nevertheless would allow coal operations there. Company
officials say it had been essentially nothing more than a roadless study area until the Clinton rule
came out, and they question the land’s roadless character. Now they’re put in the position of
having to hope the coal exemption will stand.

Although they also have no immediate interests there, they also think the industry should be
allowed access to the Currant Creek area in Delta County. The Western Slope Environmental
Resource Council opposes an exemption in that area for coal mining. Peters said its lack of roads
makes it valuable for wildlife.

“We think it needs to remain untouched,” he said.
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Natural gas operations in Piceance Basin slow; tech helps other areas grow

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Tuesday, December 29, 2009

Tucked into northwest Colorado and bisected by

Energy Alley, the Piceance Basin is one of the nation’s most significant reservoirs of natural gas, but one that long resisted exploration and production.

It underlays Grand Mesa and some of Colorado’s highest ski areas, and its rocky surface includes the Cathedral Bluffs to the northwest and West Elk Mountains on the southeast. The inherent difficulties of drawing gas from the Piceance Basin, though, have been conquered by advances in drilling and production techniques that allow energy companies to tap reservoirs of natural gas that were previously known, but considered unreachable.

Those advances made the Piceance’s estimated 41 trillion cubic feet of gas relatively easy pickings. But those same advances made it possible for energy companies to tap other gas-bearing formations across the nation, leaving the Piceance to wait for change in economic and, some say, regulatory conditions to reignite interest in the region’s significant gas supplies.

The natural gas stores of the Piceance Basin are “obviously a significant factor” in the domestic energy picture, said Porter Bennett, president and chief executive officer of Bentek Energy in Denver. “The problem is that it’s diminishing in significance as other areas become more fully understood.”

In particular, the Marcellus Shale formation in the eastern United States has become more attractive as drillers have honed the art of punching multiple holes from single well pads, and service companies such as Halliburton, Schlumberger, CalFrac and others have learned to fracture formations several thousand feet down, freeing up gas that was otherwise unreachable, he said.

“The Marcellus is the elephant in the room at the moment,” Bennett said.

The Marcellus shale, though, is not the only source of natural gas that competes with the Piceance. There is gas in other shale formations, the Barnett of Texas, the Fayetteville in Arkansas and Haynesville in Louisiana.

“The Piceance is significant,” Bennett said. “There’s a lot of gas there, but there’s a lot of gas elsewhere that we’re finding. It ultimately depends on the economy, on market access and the regulatory climate that will dictate how it’s developed.”

The Piceance Basin, a kidney-shaped landform, is more than 100 miles long and 60 miles wide and covers about 7,100 square miles. The basin includes parts of Moffat, Rio Blanco, Garfield, Mesa, Pitkin, Delta, Gunnison, and Montrose counties.

The Piceance Basin contains five of the top 50 natural gas fields in the United States in proven reserves: Grand Junction, No. 16; Parachute, No. 24; Mamm Creek, No. 27; Rulison, No. 29; and Piceance Creek, No. 46, according to the Energy Information Administration.

With its estimated 41 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, the Piceance Basin is the smaller of Uinta-Piceance Basin pair. The adjacent Uinta Basin is estimated to contain 111 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, according to the Potential Gas Committee of the Colorado School of Mines.

It’s difficult, however, to estimate the volume of gas, as illustrated by ExxonMobil’s estimate that it is working to collect 45 trillion cubic feet of natural gas on its portion of the Piceance Basin alone.

Such a disparity isn’t surprising, Dr. John Curtis of the Potential Gas Committee said, given differences in drilling techniques, estimation methods and other factors.

Piceance Basin gas, as well as gas from other basins in the Rockies, such as the Uinta Basin to the northwest, has been hindered in the marketplace because it was impossible to get it to lucrative eastern markets. That forced down the price of all Rockies gas.

With the completion of the Rockies Express pipeline late this year, though, the differential disappeared, leaving Piceance Basin gas to compete with gas from other formations.

In all likelihood, Bennett said, large volumes of Rockies gas “are going to be sent back west.”

That means Piceance gas will be forced to markets through the Ruby Pipeline to the Pacific Northwest. That pipeline, however, isn’t scheduled to be complete until March 2011.

One factor that could favor Piceance Basin gas is that production from the eastern shales tends to start fast and drop off quickly, said Vince Matthews, Colorado state geologist.

The Piceance Basin is likely to see 12 to 15 more years of continued gas development from known, proven reservoirs, and production is expected to last for 40 to 50 years beyond that, said Carter Mathies, president of Clover Energy Services LLC in Grand Junction.

Piceance production
Piceance Basin natural gas wells are higher-producing during the first three years of production than most of its Rocky Mountain competitors.
An average well in the Piceance Basin will recover nearly 400 million cubic feet of natural gas over its first three years of production. Over the same period, a Uinta Basin well will recover about 309 million cubic feet, while one in the Green River Overthrust Belt in Wyoming will recover 839 million cubic feet. A well in the Marcellus Shale stretching from upstate New York to the Deep South will produce 833 million cubic feet and one in the Haynesville shale of east Texas will recover 2,126 million cubic feet of gas during the first three years of production.
— Source: Bentek Energy, LLC.
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Slowdown in natural gas to continue during 2010

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Tuesday, December 29, 2009

As little as a year and a half ago, it seemed energy companies couldn’t drill fast enough as they
sought to tap some of the trillions of cubic feet of natural gas along the north side of Energy Alley in
western Colorado.

Starting in late 2008, however, they’ve taken a much more measured approach, and that
apparently will continue to be the case in 2010.

For some companies, that means little to no drilling, a strategy they’ve followed since natural gas
prices plummeted in 2008, resulting in a sharp drop in rig count numbers in the region.

For others, it means pressing on with relatively active gas development programs even with the
depressed gas prices.

“I think we still project a continued, measured pace of development,” said Jim Branch, Piceance
Project executive for ExxonMobil Production Co.

EXXONMOBIL

As of a few weeks ago, ExxonMobil was operating six drilling rigs in its program in Rio Blanco
County.

“We continue to evaluate our rig fleet. We’ve moved around between seven and eight rigs the last
few years,” Branch said.

He said the price of gas “certainly makes things more difficult, but our focus is on the things we can
control.”

ExxonMobil continues to work on improving efficiency in drilling, fracturing and other operations.
That means that, for all of the attention rig counts receive as a measure of activity, Branch is happy
if he can get away with a lower rig count, while still getting the job done.

“To me it’s kind of good news if we can drill the same number of wells with fewer rigs,” he said.

“It’s really about kind of a learning process. We take a very long-term view of things. We’ve got lots
and lots of wells to drill over time,” Branch said.
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and lots of wells to drill over time,” Branch said.

ExxonMobil has oil and gas interests in 300,000 acres in the Piceance Basin. It recently moved to
expand its domestic natural gas holdings by announcing plans to acquire XTO Energy Inc.

In 2009, ExxonMobil added gas-processing capacity of 200 million cubic feet per day in the
Piceance Basin. That gives it 250 million cubic feet per day of total capacity in the basin, and it’s
producing about 150 million cubic feet per day. Branch said it is committed to completing a 30,000-
acre drilling program that would increase its production to match its processing capacity.

WILLIAMS PRODUCTION

Williams Production RMT, the basin’s largest natural gas producer, plans to add three rigs in 2010
to the one it is running in the mountains north of Parachute, while maintaining seven rigs in the
Colorado River Valley. The company has been encouraged by the completion of pipeline projects
that have boosted capacity to ship Rockies gas to distant markets, largely eliminating a prior price
differential between gas produced in the Rockies and elsewhere.

In 2009 Williams also was able to take advantage of a sharp decline in drilling-related costs, largely
resulting from the fact there’s much less competition today for contractors and equipment.

ENCANA AND OTHERS

Another major local producer, EnCana Oil & Gas (USA) Inc., has yet to announce its local drilling
plans for 2010. An EnCana representative told the quarterly Northwest Oil & Gas Forum in Rifle in
early December that the company was operating four rigs in the basin.

- Bill Barrett Corp. said at the forum it plans to operate two rigs in 2010 in its program south of Silt,
down from three currently.

- Occidental Petroleum, which had nine rigs operating locally as of December 2008 before
suspending drilling, plans to begin drilling with one rig in 2010.

- Noble Energy has one rig running in the Piceance Basin and says it hopes to keep it operating in
2010.

- Laramie, likewise, is operating one rig, but may suspend drilling sometime in the next 12 months.

“We’re going to try to keep it going, but there’s certainly a lot of uncertainties out there,” Laramie
official Ken Leis said at the Rifle forum.

WEIGHING COST OF NEW RULES

Among those uncertainties are where natural gas prices are headed, and what the ultimate impact
of new, stricter oil and gas rules in Colorado will be. Companies are worried about the rules’ cost
and the challenge of complying with them.

Branch said one difficulty in writing new rules is that each Colorado oil and gas field is unique, and
there can be unintended consequences. But he said ExxonMobil has felt it has had open lines of
communications with state oil and gas, wildlife and health officials and can raise concerns if
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communications with state oil and gas, wildlife and health officials and can raise concerns if
aspects of the rules don’t seem to make sense.

“I’d say we’ve been pleased with the communication channels we’ve had with all the state agencies
as all of us have implemented the new rules,” he said.

TOO MUCH TO IGNORE

Whatever the challenges energy companies currently face in the Piceance Basin, many industry
officials and observers agree some level of development will continue to occur here, even though
it’s not likely to return to the frenzied pace before the recession. There’s simply too much gas here
to ignore.

ExxonMobil provides a good example of that. Its leases in the basin contain an estimated
recoverable resource of 45 trillion cubic feet of gas, enough to power 50 million homes for almost a
decade.

As with all companies, ExxonMobil constantly reassesses its plans, Branch said. But it has the
long-term potential to produce 1 billion cubic feet per day locally.

“This is a world-class resource, and certainly the resource could support that type of development,”
he said.
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Energy Initiative helps green Colorado's communities

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Wednesday, December 30, 2009

When Gov. Bill Ritter launched his New Energy Communities Initiative with $10 million in grants in 2008, the idea was to foster community programs in areas such as energy efficiency and conservation and carbon-emissions
reduction.

It also tapped a new energy of another sort. Its focus on regional partnerships helped communities come together to work cooperatively on green energy projects.

That new cooperative energy has been apparent to participants involved in administering the largest of the grants, about $1.6 million given to a consortium of communities and other entities in Garfield County. The funding has
been used for everything from helping pay for solar installations on public buildings, to distributing thousands of free energy-efficient light bulbs to residents.

Dave Sturges, an alternate on the Garfield New Energy Communities Initiative board, said the program has been one of the best cooperative efforts he’s seen between entities in Garfield County.

“I would say the GNECI has really been something extraordinary in building the focus on energy efficiency and trying to set up a system in which really all the community partners benefit,” Sturges said.

Karol Sacca, who lives outside Parachute, was thrilled when she was picked as a winner in a contest that offered energy testing of homes, and insulation and sealing.

“The guy was here the whole day to seal all these air leaks you’d never even think about,” she said. “… I was so excited. I was like, yes, let it turn cold now.”

The Governor’s Energy Office provided separate funds for that insulation program, said Alice Laird, director of Clean Energy Economy for the Region, the nonprofit that led the effort to get the Garfield grant. It’s an example of
how the Garfield County coalition has pursued matching grants, utility partnerships and other ways of building on the original grant.

The 2008 grants were paid for using energy impact funds generated by traditional energy development. Now the Governor’s Energy Office is making $9.5 million available to small Colorado communities for similar programs
by using federal stimulus bill dollars.

A coalition of entities in Mesa County was awarded just over $1 million in the 2008 grant program. Kathy Portner, Grand Junction’s neighborhood services manager, said the city was particularly happy to get $200,000 to install
solar panels at Two Rivers Convention Center and the visitors center at Horizon Drive and Interstate 70..

“It likely would have been something that we could not have done without the grant,” she said.

Jack Kirtland of the state Department of Local Affairs said he’s seeing additional regional efforts take shape, such as one involving Delta and Montrose counties.

Putting it to work
Grand Junction, Mesa County, Fruita, Palisade and the Grand Junction Housing Authority jointly received $1.05 million of the $10 million in New Energy Communities Initiative grants distributed in 2008. Here’s a look at where it’s going:
• $300,000 to Grand Junction to help fund a project to convert excess methane gas at the Persigo Wastewater Treatment Plant into compressed natural gas to be used in fleet vehicles such as city trucks.
• $250,000 to Palisade for energy-efficiency upgrades and for solar panels on an old school building being converted to a community center.
• $200,000 to Grand Junction for solar panels that have been installed on the Two Rivers Convention Center and the city’s visitor center.
• $120,000 to Grand Junction to go toward greening downtown by evaluating redevelopment of two blocks, through measures that could include making the area walkable and bikeable, and including housing so people could live near downtown jobs.
• $100,000 to Fruita for energy-efficiency upgrades.
• $30,000 to the Grand Junction Housing Authority for a portion of its energy-efficiency upgrades on facilities.
• $50,000 for sustainability-management programs. The city will use half for an employee-education program on energy efficiency and sustainability. It will partner with Mesa County to use the rest for more community outreach regarding energy efficiency.
— Source: Kathy Portner, neighborhood services manager, city of Grand Junction
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Heating a home from the ground up

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Wednesday, December 30, 2009

Arch and Bonnie Archuleta look to the earth to heat their 9,000-square-foot home on Orchard
Mesa, but they burn nothing and rely on a minimal amount of electricity.

The geothermal system that operates out of a section of their basement fits into a space about the
size of a bedroom, runs silently and costs them about $300 per month in electricity bills in cool
weather.

To apply the same principle to a smaller house, such as 3,000 square feet, the cost would run
about $100 month, said Arch Archuleta, an engineer and fan of the system that keeps his house
“toasty” in the winter and cool in the summer, with no floor or ceiling registers. In fact, no air blows
through the house.

Pumps in the heating room circulate water in a closed system that reaches 200 feet below their
home, where the temperature is a constant 55 degrees.

Water heaters in the house need only boost the temperature of the water from below by 15
degrees before the pumps send it coursing through pipes embedded in the floors, imperceptibly
heating the entire building.

In the summer, the Archuletas use the same system to heat their outdoor pool.

Their energy bill, which was $303.49 for November, covers the Archuletas’ entire energy menu,
including gas for cooking and all their electricity use, from the pumps that work the system to the
microwaves to the computers in both their offices.

“And we have a lot of lights,” Arch Archuleta said.

There’s a lot of room in the Grand Valley and elsewhere for geothermal systems to heat not just
buildings, but entire neighborhoods, maybe even cities, he said.

While his system is a vertical one, with 13 bores down into shale 200 feet below, similar systems
can be laid out horizontally and be just as effective, Archuleta said.

Geothermal systems that operate on the same principle as Archuleta’s vertical one also can be laid
out horizontally beneath buildings, said Terry Sweetin, service manager at Keenan’s Plumbing in
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out horizontally beneath buildings, said Terry Sweetin, service manager at Keenan’s Plumbing in
Montrose.

A horizontal system for a 2,000-square-foot house in Grand Junction or Montrose would require
trenches about six feet beneath the surface and would cost about $22,000, Sweetin said.

A vertical system would run about the same cost.

Such systems can operate just about anywhere, Sweetin said. He recently installed one at Lake
City and on that one, “I had to go eight feet deep. It depends on the frost level.”

Similarly he recently installed a system that runs pipe into a pond about 20 feet below the surface,
Sweetin said, “And it works fine.”

While the installation cost is admittedly expensive, Archuleta expects to see his original investment
in geothermal paid off after about seven years, he said.

“It’s a great system,” Archuleta said. “This is probably the best thing I did with the house. too bad it
isn’t sold more.”
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Rifle all fueled up for change

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Wednesday, December 30, 2009

A community that long has had one foot planted in traditional energy development now is working
to plant the other just as firmly in the emerging alternative-energy industry.

The city of Rifle is planning an Energy Innovation Center with the goal of providing an example of
how to bridge the gap between conventional and alternative fuels. The city also hopes to diversify
its economy, so it’s less vulnerable to the booms and busts associated with development of fossil
fuels.

“Being at the epicenter of these resources, and understanding there are finite supplies, we believed
there was an opportunity to use our physical location and history to tell a compelling story,” said
Matt Sturgeon, Rifle’s assistant city manager.

The center is intended to showcase solar, biofuel, geothermal and other alternative-energy
projects. The city started the undertaking with the installation of solar panels that will help power a
new wastewater-treatment facility. It already had installed another solar array on the city’s east side
to help supply electricity to the city’s pump station for raw water.

Rifle has ridden the rises and falls of the oil shale industry, including its bust in the early 1980s.
More recently, the city reaped the economic rewards but also coped with the impacts of rampant
natural gas development, and then suffered the economic contractions of the drilling slowdown.

In a report about its project earlier this year, the city said it welcomes the opportunity to partner with
businesses that have an interest in Rifle’s rich natural resources, but it also is interested in
exploring “long-term energy solutions, not merely continued extraction.”

The city hopes the center will attract creative entrepreneurs to town and provide local career
opportunities for young people who have grown up in Rifle.

The location of the center on the city’s west side serves as another reminder of its traditional
energy history. It’s a uranium mill tailings reclamation site.

Rifle city officials initially referred to the Energy Innovation Center as the Energy Village. But
Sturgeon said the community so embraced that concept that people began referring to the whole
town as an Energy Village, thus necessitating a new name for the center.
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One aspect envisioned for the center is for it to attract companies that use seeds, municipal waste
sludge, forest cuttings and other renewable biofuels to generate power. Groups looking at the site
have shown interest in algae production as a feedstock for biodiesel.

The city expects the center also will be used to create ethanol, methanol and other liquids, and it
will generate excess heat and energy that can be put to use.

The center is expected to include a mix of public and private enterprises and provide an
educational component, involving cooperation with area colleges and other entities. The center’s
plans include an expo grounds and Energy Innovation Education Center.

Sturgeon said the city’s first success at the center — the solar-array installation — symbolizes the
city’s leadership in alternative energy. He believes it helped prompt private entities in the area to
follow suit by adopting similar principles without the need for regulation, in areas such as
incorporation of green building standards.

Despite the recent economic slowdown and accompanying difficulties in the financial markets, the
city remains focused on the effort and confident about developing a site attractive to renewable-
energy companies and makers of green technologies and products, Sturgeon said.

Except for the solar project, nothing has moved beyond proposal stage.

“We are very close with a biomass-to-compost company,” Sturgeon said.

He said the city continues to push for a waste-to-energy project but needs a more site-ready
property.

“We will be working to that end in 2010,” he said.
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Energy Initiative helps green Colorado's communities

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Wednesday, December 30, 2009

When Gov. Bill Ritter launched his New Energy Communities Initiative with $10 million in grants in 2008, the idea was to foster community programs in areas such as energy efficiency and conservation and carbon-emissions
reduction.

It also tapped a new energy of another sort. Its focus on regional partnerships helped communities come together to work cooperatively on green energy projects.

That new cooperative energy has been apparent to participants involved in administering the largest of the grants, about $1.6 million given to a consortium of communities and other entities in Garfield County. The funding has
been used for everything from helping pay for solar installations on public buildings, to distributing thousands of free energy-efficient light bulbs to residents.

Dave Sturges, an alternate on the Garfield New Energy Communities Initiative board, said the program has been one of the best cooperative efforts he’s seen between entities in Garfield County.

“I would say the GNECI has really been something extraordinary in building the focus on energy efficiency and trying to set up a system in which really all the community partners benefit,” Sturges said.

Karol Sacca, who lives outside Parachute, was thrilled when she was picked as a winner in a contest that offered energy testing of homes, and insulation and sealing.

“The guy was here the whole day to seal all these air leaks you’d never even think about,” she said. “… I was so excited. I was like, yes, let it turn cold now.”

The Governor’s Energy Office provided separate funds for that insulation program, said Alice Laird, director of Clean Energy Economy for the Region, the nonprofit that led the effort to get the Garfield grant. It’s an example of
how the Garfield County coalition has pursued matching grants, utility partnerships and other ways of building on the original grant.

The 2008 grants were paid for using energy impact funds generated by traditional energy development. Now the Governor’s Energy Office is making $9.5 million available to small Colorado communities for similar programs
by using federal stimulus bill dollars.

A coalition of entities in Mesa County was awarded just over $1 million in the 2008 grant program. Kathy Portner, Grand Junction’s neighborhood services manager, said the city was particularly happy to get $200,000 to install
solar panels at Two Rivers Convention Center and the visitors center at Horizon Drive and Interstate 70..

“It likely would have been something that we could not have done without the grant,” she said.

Jack Kirtland of the state Department of Local Affairs said he’s seeing additional regional efforts take shape, such as one involving Delta and Montrose counties.

Putting it to work
Grand Junction, Mesa County, Fruita, Palisade and the Grand Junction Housing Authority jointly received $1.05 million of the $10 million in New Energy Communities Initiative grants distributed in 2008. Here’s a look at where it’s going:
• $300,000 to Grand Junction to help fund a project to convert excess methane gas at the Persigo Wastewater Treatment Plant into compressed natural gas to be used in fleet vehicles such as city trucks.
• $250,000 to Palisade for energy-efficiency upgrades and for solar panels on an old school building being converted to a community center.
• $200,000 to Grand Junction for solar panels that have been installed on the Two Rivers Convention Center and the city’s visitor center.
• $120,000 to Grand Junction to go toward greening downtown by evaluating redevelopment of two blocks, through measures that could include making the area walkable and bikeable, and including housing so people could live near downtown jobs.
• $100,000 to Fruita for energy-efficiency upgrades.
• $30,000 to the Grand Junction Housing Authority for a portion of its energy-efficiency upgrades on facilities.
• $50,000 for sustainability-management programs. The city will use half for an employee-education program on energy efficiency and sustainability. It will partner with Mesa County to use the rest for more community outreach regarding energy efficiency.
— Source: Kathy Portner, neighborhood services manager, city of Grand Junction
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Plenty of coal yet to be mined from the Uinta region

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

Old coal mines dot the route along Energy Alley from Green River, Utah, to Rifle, from small holes
punched into the Bookcliffs overlooking the Grand Valley to the closed Roadside Mine in De Beque
Canyon.

North of Grand Junction, miners are digging into the Bookcliffs at the McClane Canyon Mine,
hauling 280,000 tons a year out to Cameo Station to fire turbines that generate electricity.

Central Appalachian Mining, which also owns McClane Canyon Mine, is planning to dig a larger
mine nearby, the Red Cliffs Mine, where output would dwarf that of McClane Canyon Mine.

To the south, mines in Delta and Gunnison counties produced nearly half of the 32 million tons of
coal produced annually in Colorado.

All the coal being pulled from Mesa, Delta, Garfield and Gunnison counties, however, represents a
mere scratch on the surface of what is known as the Uinta coal region. One estimate says the
region has 23 billion tons of prehistoric organic material squeezed under millions of tons of soil and
rock, deep below the arid, desolate landscape.

Of the 23 billion tons of coal, it appears less than half, about 11 billion tons, eventually can be
mined, Colorado State Geologist Vince Matthews said.

Dismissed by critics as a dirty fuel that no longer fits into the nation’s energy needs, coal
nevertheless remains a staple of the nation’s energy appetite, Matthews said. Although it’s the
focus of debate around the world, coal generates more than half the nation’s electricity, according
to the Energy Information Administration.

“It’s not a 19th century fuel,” Matthews said. “It’s a 20th and 21st century fuel.”

Colorado exports much of the coal it produces, sending 22 million tons out of state, according to
the Colorado Mining Association.

The demand for Colorado coal has largely been driven by the need for what is known as
“compliance coal.” Its low-sulfur content has made it attractive as a feedstock for eastern power
plants operating under tight air-pollution rules, Matthews said. Cleaner-burning western coal is
mixed with eastern coal to comply with clean-air regulations.
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mixed with eastern coal to comply with clean-air regulations.

Colorado overall is the nation’s seventh-largest coal producer, and it has the largest reserves of
bituminous “compliance coal” in the country.

The Red Cliff Mine, which would be dug into the Bookcliffs north of Loma off Colorado Highway
139, could increase Colorado’s coal production by 6 million to 8 million tons a year, or as much as
25 percent, for 30 years.

Rhino Energy, owned by Central Appalachian Mining, is working on an environmental impact
statement for about 6,000 acres where it hopes to win a lease to mine. Rhino also hopes
eventually to mine underneath 23,000 acres adjacent to the 6,000 acres.

Production, though, remains a long way off.

“If we can get to the (first) lease sale by 2011, I’ll feel pretty good about that,” said Corey Heaps,
project manager for Red Cliff Mine.

At full operation, Rhino Energy says, Red Cliff Mine would operate 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, and employ as many as 200 people.

It’s also being watched by the Colorado Environmental Coalition, which doesn’t want the mine to
intrude on a proposed wilderness area in nearby Hunter Canyon or other views of the area.
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Local mines help supply half of nation's electricity

By DENNIS WEBB/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

SOMERSET — Two thousand feet underground and two and a half miles within a tunnel into a
mountain, Ed Pagone turned a corner and made a pronouncement.

“This here is the money maker. This here is the bread and butter. This is the longwall,” Pagone
said to a visitor.

It sounded like a dramatic introduction, but it was fitting for what was a drama-filled scene. For
around that corner, a menacing machine called a shearer was advancing along an 800-foot corridor
and grinding 30 inches away from a wall of coal. Its efforts were allowing as much as 1,500 to
1,700 tons per hour of the glistening black mineral — sprayed with water to control dust — to be
sent to the surface along a conveyor belt that roared like a train.

“The longwall pays the bills,” James Cooper, president of Oxbow Mining LLC, had said earlier
about this contraption, which is responsible for 80 percent of coal production at Oxbow’s Elk Creek
Mine operations in the coal mining town of Somerset in Gunnison County.

As the 68-ton, carbide-
tipped shearer swept
back and forth across
the corridor’s face, it
became plain to see how
it was capable of eating
into the wall at a pace of
50 to 60 feet per day.

Its mere vibration
caused coal chunks to
fall as if in fear several
feet before it reached
them. As the shearer
advanced, 139 longwall
shields, each held up by
two pistons taller than a
person, slid 30 inches
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person, slid 30 inches
forward one by one. The
shields provided
overhead support and
protection for the nine or
10 miners collecting coal
from the newly grinded
face. The earthen roof
behind them collapsed

as they and the machine proceeded farther into into the coal seam, creating yet a new cavity.

An occasional ground-shaking “bump,” as Pagone called it, signaled the earth releasing pressure
as the slow erasure of the coal seam continued.

The longwall, the center of this mine’s operation, also is the first step in a process that helps
contribute to a national coal supply providing about half of America’s electricity. Oxbow miners and
officials wonder how many people stop to think about that, at a time when some denigrate coal as
a dirty fuel source contributing to climate change.

“We’re prejudiced, but right now we think the coal industry is under a public siege as far as public
opinion and public reputation,” Cooper said. “Today, if the United States wants to do without coal,
they’re going to have to turn off a lot of lights and other things.”

Pat Smuin, a section foreman, paused from helping open a new section of the mine for a longwall
operation to talk about coal miners’ work in helping provide what he said is an affordable energy
source.

“I think we work hard for the product we produce,” he said. “… It’s tough conditions, it’s a tough
lifestyle, but I think we all take a lot of pride in what we do.”

Altogether in 2008, the 1,000 or so workers in the Elk Creek, Bowie No. 2 and West Elk mines of
the North Fork Valley were responsible for producing about 14 million of the 32.4 million tons of
coal produced in the state.

For Somerset, coal mining is a tradition that dates back to 1896, as a sign at the entrance to the
unincorporated community of around 100 homes proclaims. It’s bound not only by mountains on
each side of a narrow valley, but by the overhead conveyor systems, silos, railroad tracks and other
external reminders of the mines that plumb the interior of those mountains.

As in other coal-producing regions, the community’s relationship with the industry is a conflicted
one, marked by a history of mine fatalities and labor battles, but also an appreciation for the jobs
the industry creates for people in and around Somerset and the other economic benefits of mining.

Harold Mlakar Jr.’s dad worked in the mines for 40 years, and the younger Mlakar also did for a few
years before calling it quits due to back problems.

“I don’t think you could drag me back in one. I love the mines, though,” Mlakar said as he paid a
visit to Somerset’s Loose Moose Saloon.
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“I’ve seen too much of the bad stuff,” he said, thinking back to fatal cave-ins and other mine
incidents.

At the same time, Mlakar appreciates the coal the mines produce.

“I’d get cold in the winter without it,” said Mlakar, who heats his home with coal.

And when asked about the coal dust that stains the sidings of homes and prompted another
Somerset resident to complain to a reporter without wanting his name used, Mlakar said matter-of-
factly, “Dust, that’s something you’ve got to live with in a coal mining town.”

Just across town, resident and Oxbow employee Christopher Marellano said he likes the small-
town life after growing up in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

As he and his brother Albert, also an Oxbow worker, replaced a water pump on Christopher’s truck,
Christopher said mining work is dirty but good-paying.

He added, “It’s safe if you watch yourself, if you pay attention to all of the hazards. It’s like a family
down there; you take care of each other.”

Albert said the job offers new challenges each day.

“You don’t know what Mother Nature’s going to give you,” he said.

“You’ve got to respect Mother Nature,” Christopher added.

Pagone said he also likes the diversity each day brings to his job as coordinator of the mine’s
conveyor belt system.

Pagone is a fourth-generation miner whose two brothers also mine. He’d like his own five kids to
further their education and pursue other lines of work, but he tried college and found out getting a
degree and following a different career path wasn’t for him.

“I’d probably be making a decent living, but I don’t know if I’d be happy. It’s always a challenge,” he
said of his job. “Every day is different.”

As if on cue, Pagone interrupted the tour he was giving to pull over his truck in a dark mine
passageway and find out why a conveyor belt wasn’t running.

Along the ceilings of mine passageways, reflective tape indicates emergency escape routes, and
lines of overhead string offer miners a route to the surface they can follow with a hand in total
darkness. Such measures serve as reminders of the hazards miners face while helping supply
energy to fellow Americans.

Still, Delta resident Kevin Jerome said he feels safe in his job, which involves operating a
“continuous miner” machine used to dig into walls and open new areas underground.

“It’s a pretty good life. If you’re going to go, you’re going to go, no matter where you’re at. That’s my
theory,” he said.
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Philosophizing aside, mining is just what Jerome does, what he has done for 18 years now, going
back to when he worked the graveyard shift as a high school senior.

“If I could get you guys to step away,” Jerome then says, before firing up his machine.
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Energy Alley oil shale deposits: Richest in the world

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

For more than a century now, the pale cliffs overlooking the Colorado River have been known to
hold a giant energy storehouse. But it is one that has at times looked more like a carnival funhouse
with distorted reflections, dead-end alleys, mysteries and disappointments around every corner.

With the worldwide growth in need for liquid transportation fuels, though, interests around the globe
are focusing more and more on the 150-mile Energy Alley from Green River to Rifle and its oil
shale deposits, which are the richest on the planet — and perhaps the most defiant of man’s efforts
to put them to use.

The Green River Formation of western Colorado, eastern Utah and Wyoming is estimated by the
U.S. Geological Survey to contain the equivalent of 2 trillion barrels of oil, with the largest portion,
1.5 trillion barrels, residing in the Piceance Basin.

That’s about half again what the survey believed was hidden in oil shale 20 years ago.

As conventional sources of oil have shrunk, oil shale has drawn more attention from industry giants
and foreign nations.

Royal Dutch Shell is working on three, 160-acre research plots on federal lands in Rio Blanco
County aimed at showing that shale can be heated in place to release hydrocarbons.

French petroleum giant Total is part of another experimental plot that hopes to show it can recover
petroleum from oil shale by burning the deepest parts of the deposits to heat the higher levels and
free kerogen above.

Petrobras, the Brazilian multinational energy company headquartered in Rio de Janeiro, along with
Mitsui & Co., a Japanese investment and trading company, is working with the Oil Shale
Exploration Co. on the possibility of duplicating in Utah the operations of Petrosbras’ gas-
combustion retort it has operated for 30 years in Brazil.

ExxonMobil, the world’s largest energy company, has been working now for years on the shale
lands it owns to find an economic way of producing fuel from western Colorado’s rock.

Even China has taken an interest in the potential riches of oil shale in general, and specifically
those in western Colorado.

AuraSource, an Arizona-based, publicly-held company, wants one of the BLM’s 160-acre research
parcels, so it can test technology patented by the Chinese government and originally used with
coal.
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coal.

AuraSource has an exclusive license for the method pioneered by the Energy and Environmental
Research Institute of Heilongjiang, a Chinese government-owned energy research institute. The
institute is affiliated with the China Chemical Economic Cooperation Center.

According to company statements, the technology allows for the extraction of clean fuel, such as
lightweight fuel oil and oil dry gas, from oil shale by low temperature catalyzing.

“With oil shale and low-ranking coal being so prevalent worldwide, this technology will increase
yields dramatically while reducing the resultant wastewater, air pollution and residual pollution,”
AuraSource Chief Executive Officer Philip Liu said in a statement.

Other companies are hoping to free the petroleum-like substance from the rock using microwaves,
and a company in Utah is mining and heating shale in a retort to release petroleum.

Research into oil shale went into obscurity, but not dormancy, after the collapse of the shale-based
economy in 1982.

Major oil companies, notably Shell and ExxonMobil, however, continued to experiment with ways to
tease oil from the rock on lands owned by the companies.

Six leases of 160-acre parcels were awarded in Colorado and Utah after the research program for
federal lands was established in the 2005 Energy Policy Act .

Interior Secretary Ken Salazar earlier this year announced a second round of research leases to be
issued after they are reviewed by officials from three federal agencies and the states of Colorado,
Utah and Wyoming. Leases will be awarded on the potential of proposals to advance knowledge of
effective technology, their economic viability, and the effects of development on the environment.

The economic heft of oil shale hardly can be overstated.

“If low-cost shale oil production methods can be achieved, direct economic profits in the $20-
billion-per-year range are possible for an oil shale industry producing 3 million barrels per day,” the
RAND Corp. said in its 2005 analysis.
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Tech tested in China aims to get kerogen from oil shale

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

An Arizona company is aiming to use technology tested on coal in China to draw kerogen from oil
shale in Colorado and send fuel to markets around the globe.

The company, AuraSource Inc., also plans to build a refinery capable of processing as many as 1
million tons of oil shale a year, possibly in eastern Utah or western Colorado.

Both areas, as well as others, are under consideration, AuraSource Chief Financial Officer Eric
Stoppenhagen said in a statement to The Daily Sentinel.

AuraSource is traded over the counter as ARAO, and it owns the exclusive license to use
technology patented in China on low-grade coal.

“AuraSource’s ability to secure high-grade oil shale resource together with its strategic location for
processing oil shale puts it in a very unique position to utilize our technology,” Cao Zhide, president
of the Energy and Environmental Research Institute of Heilongjiang, said in a statement issued
when the 20-year license was granted. “We look forward to a long-term cooperation between our
Chinese and U.S. companies.”

AuraSource will apply to participate in the second round of leases of 160-acre research,
development and demonstration tracts on shale land in western Colorado and eastern Utah.

The process uses what the company calls an “economical and highly-efficient low temperature
catalytic process to convert oil shale, bitumen or low-ranking coal to oil, gas and semi-coke.”

AuraSource, which has tested its process with shale in China, uses a surface-retorting process,
Stoppenhagen said.

“We enter in a catalyst to enable processing of oil shale to occur at a much lower temperature than
competing technologies,” Stoppenhagen said. “The other technologies have required much higher
temperatures in which the kerogen in oil shale is converted into synthetic crude oil. The higher
temperatures make these other technologies more costly and less efficient.”

The conditions involved in the company’s process are proprietary, he said.
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AuraSource is evaluating the environmental effects of its process, but officials believe “our
technology is more environmentally friendly than any current technology in use,” Stoppenhagen
said.

The company is concerned about the land use, waste disposal, water use, wastewater
management, climate change, wildlife impacts, endangered flora and fauna, socioeconomic
changes and air pollution, and it is working to minimize effects of the process, he said.

AuraSource has no plans to try the method on coal in the United States, but, Stoppenhagen said,
“We are keeping our options open.”
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Comapny plans petroleum from oil shale by 2013

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

A Utah company hopes to coax petroleum from oil shale as soon as 2013, possibly even 2012, by
digging up the rock, lining the pit with heating tubes, replacing the rock and firing up the pipes.

The company, Red Leaf Resources, is gearing up to produce petroleum from shale on state land in
Utah and now is trying to raise money to put together a commercial demonstration project.

Once it has the investors, “We believe we can do that from the time of permitting to construction in
18 to 24 months,” said Laura Nelson, vice president of energy and environment for Red Leaf
Resources.

Once all its pieces are in place, the company expects to “roast” the shale for three months to bring
it to the point it gives up the hydocarbon trapped within, Nelson said. That’s far shorter than the
years-long heating period anticipated by many of the companies working on in situ approaches that
would leave the shale undisturbed deep below the surface.

Red Leaf Resources “EcoShale in-capsule” process will be 92 percent efficient in coaxing the
petroleum from the rock and use little water, about one barrel for every five barrels of high-quality
oil it produces, Nelson said.

Natural gas also will be freed from the shale and used to heat the rods, Nelson said.

“We’ll be energy self-sufficient after the first cell,” she said.

At full production of 30,000 barrels a day, Red Leaf Resources can deliver its product for $20.21
per barrel, not including transportation, the company said.

While Red Leaf Resources has an ownership share in a small refinery in Green River, Utah, it’s not
looking to become a major refiner, preferring to own the resource and technology needed to collect
the hydrocarbons.

Red Leaf Resources is working on 17,000 acres of state-owned lands in Utah. It’s not one of the
companies working on federal lands leased out for research and development.

After they’ve been heated by the EcoShale process, those lands will look much as they did before,
though the mounds will be higher because of the expansion effect from the heating process,
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though the mounds will be higher because of the expansion effect from the heating process,
Nelson said.
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Exxon tests successful tech in quest to tap oil shale

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

ExxonMobil, the world’s largest energy company, wants to jolt kerogen from the oil shale trapped
deep in the Piceance Basin.

The company has run successful tests with the “Electrofrac” technology in its Colony Mine near the
east end of the 150-mile stretch and now wants to try it on a larger plot of land leased from the
federal government for research and development of oil shale.

The Interior Department is planning a second round of those leases. ExxonMobil sought, but was
denied one in the first round in 2005. The company, however, is ready to try again for a research
and development lease, having learned it’s possible to create a fracture in oil shale, fill it with a
conductive material and run a charge through it powerful enough to heat surrounding hydrocarbon-
bearing rock.

“What we’re doing is making a giant underground toaster,” ExxonMobil spokesman Patrick J.
McGinn said.

The company ran tests for the first time in September on land it owns, proving it could use
electricity to heat surrounding rock, setting the stage for further tests of the Electrofrac process.

The resistive heating element far beneath the surface will heat up just as the coils in a toaster do,
but the ExxonMobil technique heats rock. By heating the surrounding rock to 300 degrees
Centrigrade, ExxonMobil hopes to free oil shale’s petroleum-like treasure and allow it to migrate,
much like gas or oil, to collection wells that would draw out the kerogen for refining.

That heat would be contained within the rock and couldn’t be detected from several thousand feet
above on the surface, McGinn said.

The process the company envisions calls for the use of horizontal drilling instead of vertical drilling
to limit the amount of surface disturbance, McGinn said.

Assuming that the process works on a large scale, ExxonMobil sees tantalizing prospects for shale:
up to 162,000 barrels of oil per surface acre at a 50 percent recovery rate.

The results suggest a 3-to-1 ratio of energy recovered over energy expended to obtain it, McGinn
said.
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said.

The Green River Formation in western Colorado, eastern Utah and Wyoming is believed to contain
the equivalent of as many as 2 trillion barrels of oil.

Even under the most optimistic of scenarios, ExxonMobil sees no production coming from oil shale
for 10 to 24 years, McGinn said.

That leaves plenty of time for the company to plan what would be a extensive network needed to
generate the electricity necessary to heat the shale, collect the kerogen and begin moving it to
refineries and then to markets.

Exxon can use some of the natural gas it’s drilling on the Piceance Basin to supply the electricity
needed to collect the kerogen, McGinn said.

It appears ExxonMobil can make its process work using about 1.5 barrels of water for each barrel
of oil produced, he said.

To place that in some perspective, production of 500,000 barrels a day, “and that would be huge,”
would require about 3,500 acre-feet per year of water, McGinn said.

About 14 million acre-feet of water on average run through the Upper Colorado River basin.

ExxonMobil has yet to study the economic and social implications of development, McGinn said.

“We’re talking about research and development,” he said. “We’re not in the project-planning
mode.”
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Time to tap abundant resources of Energy Alley

By GARY HARMON/The Grand Junction Daily Sentinel

Thursday, December 31, 2009

It’s about time to start tapping the biggest tank of fuel along Energy Alley between Green River,
Utah, and Rifle, a RAND Corp. analyst said.

“We need some early production” from oil shale, said James T. Bartis, senior policy researcher for
RAND. “Let’s get some experience.”

While many geological and scientific questions about shale remain to be answered, it’s time for the
federal government to start learning how best to manage the federal lands of Energy Alley that
overlay the world’s richest sources of oil shale, Bartis said.

Oil shale isn’t the only fuel along Energy Alley that might yet be back in the nation’s energy picture,
Bartis said. There is a future for coal, especially when mixed with biomass. And given that nuclear
energy emits no greenhouse gases, “more and more, nuclear starts looking like an option” for
baseload electricity generation, Bartis said.

At no other place is there such a convergence of resources as in Energy Alley, Colorado State
Geologist Vince Matthews said.

“The oil shale alone is unique. Right there, you can stop,” Matthews said. The region’s coal,
uranium, natural gas, methane and other resources only boost the richness of the mix, Matthews
said.

The energy resources of Colorado and Energy Alley are “something quite frankly the state needs to
take better recognition of, especially in a time of recession,” Colorado Mining Association President
Stuart Sanderson said. “You really have to appreciate the fact that domestic mining and domestic
resources are extremely important to national security.”

While market forces drive demand for fuels such as those from Energy Alley, energy companies
need to come to terms with “the growing expectation that companies need to earn not just the
government-required permits and licenses, but that there is a less formal but very real social
license to operate,” said Dr. Rod Eggert, director of the Division of Economics and Business at
Colorado School of Mines.

It’s time for universities in general to start their own involvement to assure the development of oil
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shale can be done “without making this one of the ugliest corners of the United States,” Bartis said.

The Obama administration will begin one step toward oil shale development Monday, when
nominations for a second round of oil shale research, demonstration and development leases are
due to the Interior Department in Washington, D.C.

Government has to be just as imaginative in preparing for oil shale development as the energy
companies are in learning how to unlock it, Bartis said.

“It’s in the national interest to get a lot of production,” he said, “but it’s also in the national interest
not to have an environmental disaster.”

Bartis recommends structuring an agency like a port authority to handle the leasing of oil shale for
development.

Just as a port authority controls a limited number of docks and provides for common needs, such
as dredging, an oil shale agency needs to control access to the lands that contain, by one estimate,
almost half again the amount of oil produced from the Earth since the dawn of commercial drilling.

The federal government also needs to devise the best royalty system for oil shale, Bartis said. The
existing leasing system grew out of 19th century efforts to encourage people to move west, a carrot
that’s no longer needed to encourage western development, he said.

In the case of oil shale, a highly concentrated resource in relatively small areas of western
Colorado, eastern Utah and southwest Wyoming, the federal government has to find a way to meet
paradoxical goals, Bartis said.

“How do we reward truly pioneering companies that put down hundreds of millions of dollars and
should have a good reward if they do it the right way?” Bartis said. “And how do you do that without
setting it up as a giveaway?”

A major impediment to nuclear energy seems to be disappearing, Bartis said.

Spent fuel rods from nuclear reactors were to be stored deep in Yucca Mountain in Nevada, but
that state’s congressional delegation fended off the proposal.

The loss of Yucca Mountain seems “really not that important” to continuing the nuclear-energy
industry, and it illustrated the folly of using politics to select a disposal site, Bartis said. It now
seems that the pencil-thin spent fuel rods can be safely and inexpensively stored in concrete
bunkers, taking up little space and requiring the oversight of a security force, Bartis said.

The lack of a large, secure storage site hasn’t hamstrung the industry to the point it can’t operate,
Bartis said.

Colorado coal also could be mixed with biomass from its farms and forests for electricity
generation, he said.

The possibility of another boom for an Energy Alley fuel points out that much has changed since
1982, said Eggert of the Colorado School of Mines, referring to the oil shale bust that hit western
Colorado that year.
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Colorado that year.

“The economy of the Western Slope has evolved and changed,” Eggert said. “People there are
looking for a more out-of-the-way place. There is more of a potential conflict.”

Universities, Eggert added, are in a position to play constructive roles and be “honest brokers” in
the sometimes fractious relationship between energy development and residents of places like
Energy Alley.

“It just shows God’s sense of humor,” said Reeves Brown, executive director of Club 20, the
Western Slope lobbying and promotional organization. “He takes the prettiest spots on the planet
and underlays them with the richest of energy resources.”
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